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Present :

STRUCTURE OF THE SUBJECT
AND CLINIC OF THE REAL
THE TRANS-PACIFIC LACAN STUDY DAY

ON THE 26TH JUNE 2021 VIA ZOOM
(BILINGUAL IN FRENCH AND ENGLISH)

Registrations for zoom link to :
Nicol Thomas : lacaninmelbourne2017@gmail.com

Please note: This event does not replace the 1st International
Colloquium of the Pacific “The enigmas of the body” originally
planned for October 2020 and which had to be postponed until
the world [pandemic] sanitary conditions will allow
international travels.

The subject has always been defined by Lacan as ‘represented
by a signifier to another (1) signifier’ . This formula implies that
the structure of the subject is about language but also about
erasure, fading. Thus, for Lacan, the term subject does not
designate a being, but rather a lack in being.
Freud had already pointed to how an excess of sexual
satisfaction in the subject remains beyond the verbal
representations and is at the source of some phenomena
commonly observed in analysis that resist the deciphering of
the unconscious. These manifest particularly in the form of an
inertia of the symptom and the repetition of what cannot be
articulated in a symbolic and imaginary way. Lacan took up the
question of this un- symbolisable remainder and he reelaborated the unconscious, by including in it the dimension
of what remains ‘outside sense’, that which lies beyond the
decipherable. The subjective experience of desire, of anxiety, of
jouissance is an indicator of the ex-sistence of a real that
remains outside sense.

Beyond the use of representations and language, the subject’sexperience of
jouissance remains heterogenous to language and it determines a real that is
singular for each subject of the unconscious. The subject of the cogito, of
reason, which uses grammar and syntax, is ill-fitted to reduce it. Lacan
borrowed the term réson (2) as early as 1953, a term coined by the French poet
Francis Ponge, to designate how, in analysis, a subject comes to write itself as
a poem. The analytic poem inscribes itself, not through writing as such, but
through speech in analysis [parole analysante], made of sound-traces, verbal
traces heard and enjoyed, that come from lalangue (3) and whose resonance
in the body participates to a knowledge in the real that is un-known [insu] to
the subject and escapes the speaking being.
Lacan, with the help of the contemporary developments of linguistics, logics
and topology, developed a formalization of the unconscious as initiated by
Freud by including in it the non-sense, that of the jouissance of the body, that
is heterogeneous to the signifier, but is nonetheless articulated to it.
From those latter theoretical developments, which imply a passage from the
concept of subject to that of ‘speaking-being’ and, from ‘having a symptom’ to
‘being one’, many questions arise that pertain to a clinic that could be
qualified ‘of the real’:
How can psychoanalysis have an impact on the relationship the subject has
with an un- symbolisable real?
How are the effects of the real of jouissance, the body and the structure of the
subject of the unconscious knotted together?
How does Lacan come to conclude that the unconscious is a knowledge
without a subject?
What are the consequences on the practice of psychoanalysis, particularly on
the direction of the treatment, the act of interpreting and, on the end of an
analysis?
How can the procedure of the pass inform us about these questions?
And many more...
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PROGRAM

Times indicated in AEST, please refer to
<https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html> for your local time.

9 AM : ENTER ZOOM ROOM
9.15 : WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION: CARMELO SCUDERI,
PRESIDENT OF THE AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR PSYCHOANALYSIS

9.30 – 10.15 : JULIETA DE BATTISTA, BUENOS AIRES
Between Art and the Clinic: the Real at the End of
Analysis
How can psychoanalysis have an impact on the relationship
between the subject and a non- symbolisable real?
The answer that each analyst gives to this question leaves its
mark on the direction of the treatment: from its beginning to
its end. The clinic oriented only by the symbolic is a guarantee
that the analyses will never end.
At the same time, a contended excessive orientation towards
the real can function as a short circuit in the analytic path.
In an analysis, time is needed for symbolic and imaginary
detours, time to go through them once, another time and yet
another time until they reach their limits. Digging these
coastlines, finding these edges, circumscribe the holes is part
of the voyage.
In the end, the art of knowing how to do with one's symptom
may be encountered, but this does not ensure the emergence
of the analyst's desire. The scansion of analysis by the cuts
suggests that there will be some scars. Is there a possible clinic
of the pass or is it rather
a matter for each person's own craft?
I propose to exchange on these questions from my experience
in the dispositif of the
pass.
Julieta de Battista is a Psychologist, Analyst of the School
(SPFLF 2018-2021), PhD in Psychology, Toulouse-Le Mirail
University, Professor at the National University of La Plata
and the Buenos Aires University, author of the book Desire in
Psychosis, Ministry of Culture Award, 2019. She practices
psychoanalysis in Buenos Aires.
Shitao, ‘Reminiscences of Qin Huai’

10.15 – 11 : NICOL THOMAS, MELBOURNE
How can psychoanalysis have an impact on the relationship the
subject has with an un-symbolisable real?
The contemporary medical discourse is now affording expedient interventions on the
body at the level of the Real, of the flesh.
Many of our analysands take up these interventions at the level of the Real and speak
of this in the clinic. What fades when the Real body is changed in such a manner? What
happens to the body of the Imaginary and Symbolic registers, and the role of the
medical discourse in this register?
What are our analysands saying? Is the body itself at a moment of erasure, an erasure of
differences, a missed connection between the ‘real’ of the flesh and the Real?
What can be said of the effect of the speaking-being to their body in a clinic where the
flesh is rearranged? What are the challenges of the body for the speaking-being where
radical intervention at the level of some Real does not touch anxiety?
Nicol Thomas, PhD, is a Psychoanalyst in private practice in Melbourne, Australia. She
is a Registered Practicing Psychoanalyst with the Australian Centre for
Psychoanalysis, a Member of the School of the IF-SPFL, and the current Co-Delegate
of the Forum of Melbourne, IF-SPFLF.

11 – 11.45 : RAINA PITOËFF, TAHITI PAPEETE
Letter to litter…
This presentation testifies of a work experience (in the etymological sense of the term;
from the Latin experiri, to experience) on the theme Exile and Writing with colleagues
from the Pacific (New Zealand, New Caledonia, Tahiti) which is still in progress today.

In what way can exile have something to do with writing? I would say it is “a matter of
body”. An edge ... one required an edge in order to start speaking (about it): about a
text! Chosen? An encounter with words, a story ... and then some signifiers, not any
ones, the ones that “causes” * us and speak to us, then the associations that accompany
them.
Deciphering, decryption, babbling, annotations, underlining, highlighting... as in many
marks left on those pages and then, diving in the “trench” (of the no- steps** words)
such as Robinson Crusoe (Michel Tournier’s Friday or the Other Island), only to be
caught by who knows what: the Other’s attentive ear? or our own? by these fragments
of saying. “Remainders” to be written; where does the remainder in what is written go? I
would say: there! in the unknown [insu] of what is acted, in the body. The writing paves
the way of the “author-ised”, taking the risk to exist through its erasures which
constitute the traces, again [encore***].
*’causer’ in French means both ‘to cause’ and ‘to speak’
**’pas’ in French means both ‘no’ and ‘step mark’
*** ‘encore’ (more, again) is homophonous to ‘en-corps’ [in-body]
Raina Pitoëff is Psychoanalyst and Clinical Psychologist. She works in the Medical
Psychological Center of French Polynesia Hospital ; member of the IF-EPFCL, she
practices psychonalysis in Papeete, TAHITI.

11.45 – 12 : Pause
12 – 12.45 : Angus Craig, Auckland
Saying and K(not)ting
The subject as desiring comes to be on the Other side of language, then demand,
into desire as the other side of the law. Initially subject of/to the signifier, now
perhaps subject of the Real UCS; subject to what is locked in place, to what might
“rigidly identify”. The ‘non du père’: popular, pluralised then galvanised with the
Proper Name, jouissance of the symptom, the symptom-said, and sinthome. Many
things mutate in the transition to the Borromean clinic. The paternal function with
regard to the law consists. The law protects the subject from a jouissance qua
overwhelming, from a horrific access to the Real Thing that would consume. The
Lacanian subject is, therefore, consistent. Whether by father or otherwise, in finding a
sinthomatic solution the subject is the subject that wants for a functional limitation,
for a functional k(not)ting.
Dr Angus Craig is a Lacanian analysand and Clinical Psychologist. He works
primarily within a long-term mental health inpatient recovery center, which forms
part of the New Zealand public mental health system.

12.45 – 1.30: CHANTAL DEGRIL, AUCKLAND
What remains of the symptom at the end of an analysis?
Lacan’s teaching is consistently oriented towards finality and the finitude of analysis,
a question clearly linked to the formation of analysts. What remains of the
analysand’s symptom at the end of analysis is not of the order of a truth-knowledge
and not even a knowledge upon lalangue that can be articulated. It is linked instead
to non-sense, to bits of real which form the irreducible singularity of the subject. This
singularity however, does not completely reduce the opacity of the speaking-being. If
the end of an analysis coincides with isolating the incurable in a speaking being,
what are the modalities of the end? Some questions about the particular case of the
pass from symptom to sinthome will be discussed.
Chantal Degril, PhD Psychology, Practicing Analyst Member of IF-SPFLF, Member of
the New Zealand Forum, Current CRIF Representative for the Anglophone Zone.

1.30 – 2.15: Christine Wertheim, Los Angeles
How are the effects of the real of jouissance, the body and the
structure of the subject of the unconscious knotted together?
My paper will present a short series of detailed dreams. In the concluding section
I show howtogether these manifest a picture of a body structured through the
interweaving of an oral, anal, and vocative drive, all of which aim in the same
direction; at what I call a “shit-vO|dse.”* The paper will argue that in this complex
“object” the effects of the real of jouissance, the body and the structure of the
subject of the unconscious are knotted together.
*This neologism conflates the terms voice, void, voids, and words (if you say it
with a certainaccent in English).

Christine Wertheim is a writer and artist. Her poetic suites, The Book of Me,
mUtter-bAbel, and +|’me’S-pace, fuse graphics and text to explore the body of
the English tongue, and the relationships between infantile rage and global
violence. With her sister Margaret, she is co-creator of the Crochet Coral Reef,
an art project shown internationally, including at the 2019 Venice Biennale. She
is faculty at the California Institute of the Arts.

2.15 – 2.30 : Break

2.30 – 3.15 : Colette Soler, Paris
Clinic of the reals
By definition, we do not know anything of the real at the singular since it is
outside language. We can only speak of the real only in the cases where there is a
way of accessing it. It will thus be one real and there a several, at the forefront of
which lies the one “that arises in language” with all its consequences.
Colette Soler has practiced and taught psychoanalysis in Paris since her
training with J. Lacan. She was at the origin of the International of the Forums
of the Lacanian Field and of their School of Psychoanalysis and is currently a
member of its International College of the Guarantee (CIG).
Main works translated into English:
What Lacan Said About Women, (Other Press), Lacan: the Unconscious
Reinvented, (Karnac) Lacanian Affects, (Routledge) and Lacan Reading Joyce
(Routledge).

3.15 – 4pm : Leonardo Rodríguez, Melbourne
Treatment of the real
The emphasis on the real as the specific field of
psychoanalytic treatment led Lacan to a revision of the
status of the two other registers of the subject’s
experience.
This also required a re-examination of the field and
function of language, speech and discourse in our
experience and in the conceptual contributions that
psychoanalysis can offer to other disciplines.

Leonardo S. Rodríguez, PhD, Psychoanalyst and Clinical
Psychologist. Founding Member of the School of
Psychoanalysis of the Forums of the Lacanian Field;
Founding Member of the Australian Centre for
Psychoanalysis. Coordinator of the Institute forTraining,
Australian Centre for Psychoanalysis. Author of
Psychoanalysis with Children (London & New York, 1999)
and numerous book chapters and papers in several.

4PM – 4.45: DISCUSSION AND CLOSING REMARKS
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